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I have been using Nova Launcher for quite some time now, and it has
always kept me up-to-date in the latest version with the latest
features.Now here comes Nova Launcher 5, a brand new version with
new ways to customize, new features, new icons, and more!New Nova
Launcher 5 Features:Customize Apps. Now you can customize your
home screen with new installed apps, either by dragging to rearrange
or long press to reposition.Or, drag to customize: - Drag installed apps
to customize your home screen.- Drag apps between folders: Move
installed apps between folders. Drag the folder to the left or right, or
drag & drop the app to other folders.Hide / Show Apps. Now you can
easily hide and show installed apps.Drag the app to the app drawer,
or just long press it to reveal the app. (By default, Nova Launcher can
hide any app with minimum width of 0. It helps keep your apps to
group your icons neatly in the app drawer.)App Drawer Widget. You
can now use this widget to access the app drawer from the top. You
can also long press any app to access the app drawer.Customize App
Quick Tile. You can now easily customize your app quick tile by drag
an icon from the widgets tray and assign it to a position on your home
screen. (Currently this feature is only available for DragToAdd.)Create
own app drawer. This is a feature where you can customize where
apps in the app drawer will go. You can also customize the app
drawer with your own custom widgets!New Launcher Icons. You can
now easily update your Launcher icons (from the app drawer) by
selecting the icon you wish to download, then long press it to
download it instantly. (Note: Some icons you may want to remove the
downloaded icon from Nova Launcher.) Nova Launcher 5.1.3.0 – New
Features and Fixes. New Styles! Cleaner UI. More customization with
Customize Apps, App Drawer Widget, and the new Flat Style! I am a
huge fan of Nova Launcher, one of the first apps I install when I get a
new phone.The app always keeps me up-to-date in the latest version
with the latest features.Now here comes Nova Launcher 5, a brand
new version with new ways to customize, new features, new icons,
and more! New Nova Launcher 5 Features: Drag to customize: You
can now easily customize your home screen with
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